AGENDA

REVIEW S-1 VERSION

REVIEW THE ADMINISTRATION’S S VERSION

TAKE IN THE BIGGER PICTURE

WWW.MUNI.ORG/ASSEMBLY
Definition of "real-time"

Preemptive prohibition of using FTR in real-time

Preemptive prohibition of using FTR as probable cause for issuance of a search warrant or arrest warrant
**CONCERNS**

Explicit carve out for APD **removes oversight**

WHEREAS statements **significantly** change

98% accuracy threshold **isn’t good enough**

www.muni.org/assembly
ADMINISTRATION’S SUPPORT DOES NOT HAVE SPONSORS’ SUPPORT
THE BIGGER PICTURE

THIS TECHNOLOGY IS UNREGULATED ON THE FEDERAL LEVEL

THIS TECHNOLOGY HAS PROVEN TO HAVE NEGATIVE OUTCOMES

LACK OF TRUST IN GOVERNMENT USING THIS TECHNOLOGY

ALASKANS VALUE PRIVACY

THE ASSEMBLY SHOULD NOT GIVE UP OVERSIGHT POWERS